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SUNMRY

This paper covers a theoretical investigation of the determina-
tion of the basic geometrical quality of the relative and absolute
orientation procedures and the propagation of the errors from these
operations to the final results of the photogr&mmetric procedure,
including the elements of the exterior orientation. The geometrical
quality is determined as standard errors from the standard error of
unit weight of the basic data: image coordinates, parallaxes, and
model coordinates. The principle of compensation between the ele
ments of the absolute and the relative orientations is applied.
Comparisons of the geometrical quality to be expected from normal-
angle, wide-angle, and superwide-angle photographs have been made.

It is concluded that:

a. The method of least squares and its laws of error
propagation allow a well-defined theoretical determination of the
geometrical quality to be expected in the final results of the
photogrammetric procedure in terms of the standard errors of the
y-parallaxes.

b. The theoretical geometrical quality of the elements
of the exterior orientation after double- and single-point resec-
tions in space can be determined in this way only.

c. The influence of the errors of the interior orienta-
tion must be taken into account. A well-defined procedure for the
calibration of the camera and photographs is therefore necessary.
Also, here the method of least squares is of basic importance.

d. Tolerance limits for the relative and absolute orien-
tations can be derived from the results of these investigations.

v



INVESTIGATION OF THE GEOMETRICAL QUALI Y OF 'THE
RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE ORIENTATION PROCEDURES AND THE

FINAL RESSOF THE PHOTOGR42MIC PROCEDURE

I. INTRODUCTION

The photogrammetric procedure can be divided into four fumda-
mental operations, viz.:

1. The photography, i. e., the creation of perspective images
of the object to be measured.

2. The reconstruction of the ideal bundles of rays between
the points of the object and the (exterior) perspective center of
the camera lens at the moments of exposure.

3. The relative orientation of overlapping bundles of rays in
order to make corresponding rays intersect and thereby create an op
tical model (real or imaginary).

4. The absolute orientation for scaling and orienting the
model into a given coordinate system and the final coordinate deter-
mination, numerically or graphically.

None of the mentioned fundamental operations can be performed
free from errors. The geometrical quality of the final results,
therefore, is a function of the geometrical quality of the Opere.-
tions. For a rational investigation of the geometrical quality of
the final results it is necessary to consider them separately.

In Research Note Nos. 1 and 2 on the basic geometrical Quality
of aerial photographs and on the plotting instruments, i. e, the

fundamental operations 1 and 2, have been discussed. In this in-
vestigation, the fundamental operations 3 and 4 are considered and,
in particular, the mutual relation between the operations (the prin-
ciple of compensation) is studied. Finally, the geometrical quality
of the end results is expressed in terms of the geometrical quality
of the fundamental operations.

The investigatons primwarly refer to the practical operations
in plotting instruments of first order but the results can be ap-
plied to all types of stereoscopic photogrammetric plotting instru-m
ments, and the same procedures can, with minor modifications, be
used for the investigations of the geometrical quality of analytical
photogrammetric methods of various kinds.

Important prerequisites for the following investigations of the
theory of errors of the relative snd absolute orientations are that
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the geometrical qualities of the aerial photographs and of the
plotting instruments have been carefully tested under operating con-
ditions for the distinction between regular errors of various kinds
and for the estimation of statistical values of the inevitable ir-
regular errors. For such purposes, the method of least squares is
the most reliable and convenient procedure, in particular, if regu-
lar errors can be obtained directly as parameters from the adjust-
ment. From the standard error of unit weight the standard errors of
the regular errors can be directly determined too, as well as of all
functions of the basic observations. It is always desirable that
the test procedures of aerial photographs and of plotting instru-
ments be repeated several times and with certain intervals under
varying outer conditions in order to see the possible variations Of
the regular errors themselves. From well-known statistical princi-
ples, tolerance limits for the regular errors can be created for the
test whether the variations can be accepted.

in su ry, it is assumed that the most important regular
errors of the fundamental operations 1 and 2 (the photographs and
the plotting instruments) have been determined and can be corrected
for; and the irregular errors have been estimated as standard
errors of unit weight. Furthermore, it is desirable that the stat-
istical distribution of the residuals be tested and found to be
normal on the 5-percent level, at least.

The problems considered here have partly been discussed in
different connections by the author, and some results have been pub-
lished in different languages (references 3, i, and 5).. Therefore,

no complete derivations are shown where such treatment can be found
in literature; instead, a summary of the most important formula
systems is made for the purpose of facilitating the reading and de-
rivation of the final formulas for the accuracy of the coordinates,
the elevations, and the elements of the exterior orientation.

II. INVESTIGATION

1. The Basic Geometrical Quality of the Relative and Absolute
Orinttiois-Te purpose of -the-re-1a-tdve orientation is to make

all pairs of corresponding rays in overlapping b-dles Intersect.
According to projective geometry, this is in principle achieved when
five pairs of rays have been brought to ±ntersect, provided that

some general conditions concerning the locations of the rays or the
intersected points are fulfilled. In the plotting instruments, the
relative orientation is usualy first performed emprically through

systematic changes of suitable elements of orientaton in order tobring corresponding rays to intersect in at least five points. This
is equivalent to the vanishing of y-parallaxes in the orientation

points. There are many different methods in use for this preliminary
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part of the relative orientation and all lead to the following situ-
ation in the plotting instrument: In the five primary orientation
points the rays intersect more or less correctly but never exactly
because the intersection has to be observed; i. e., the ymparallaxes
have to be observed and corrected with suitable elements of orienta-
tion. This is a measuring operation which never can be made free
from errors and therefore it is not possible to make the five pairs
of rays intersect exactly. This is also clearly shown by the fact
that even if the operator does not see any y-parallax in a certain
detail of the model, there may be considerable y-parallaxes in de
tails in the immediate area. Furthermore, in other points of the
model than those five in which the y parallaxes were corrected, and
which are arbitrarily located, there are certainly considerable y-
parallaxes found when the model is inspected. In practice, many
operators try to correct such residual parallaxes through small
changes of the elements of orientation, and the result is a kind of
empirical adjustment of the relative orientation where the residual
y-parallaxes are made as small as possible although usually only
through subjective Judgment. There is;, under such circumstances,
no defined, objectively determined principle used for the important
question when the relative orientation is to be regarded as ffinishede
In general, no measurements of the residual y-parallaxes are per-
formed either, and therefore, it is not possible afterwards to Make
any statements concerning the geometrical quality of the relative
orientation

Here, it is always assumed that the residual y-parallaxes
are measured in the orientation points or rather regions after the
empirical procedure. it is further always assumed that the resid-
uals are observed and measured in at least three details around each

ideal point and that the average is used as the parallax. We assume
such measurements to be made in 5, 6, 9, and 15 reg arly located
points or regions of the model. The principles of least squares are
applied to the treatment of these residual y-parallaxes. As stated
previously, it is assumed that the errors of the ima ge coordinates

and of the instrument in principle are of irregiar character and
normally distributed on the 5 percent level. Next, the basic dif-
ferential formulas are summarized.

For the definitions and s~gis of the Wild Autographs, the
following basic differential formuas have been derived for the re-
lation between small changes of the elements of the exterior orien-
tation of a projector and the changes of projected coordinates of

approximately vertical photographs:
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dy= - dyo dzo + xdK # +(l + hdo (2)

These formulas have been derived, e. g., in the author's textbook,
reference 6, p. 292. When the elements of orientation take arbi-
trary values, the differential formulas of the general projective
relations have to be used (reference 6, pp. 247g-256 and reference 7).
The following derivations are applicable to arbitrary conditions
provided that the basic differential formulas are correctly derived
in the maer indicated. Also, for iteration, the basic differen-
tial formulas are most important.

For a y-parallax, defined as a difference between two pro-
jected y-coordinates from two overlapping photographs 1 and 2 (left
and right) as py 7 Yl - Y2, the general differential formula (Fig. 1)
is:

Py a dby1 + dbyg w- dbz1 + dbz2 + XdK1  (X-b)dp m M dq1 +

do +x~ + (3) + Mo

Only five elements are to be determined through the relam
tive orientation; therefore, the necessary differential formula for
the following developments contains only five terms. Usually, only
those terms which belong to projector 2 (the right one) are chosen,
which means the dependent procedure of the relative orientation. If
the independent procedure had been preferred, the elements dKi, dx,
d9l, dy2 , and dca1 or dc2 would have been chosen. For the derivation
given here, the end results must become identical for both proce-
dures of the relative orientation.

For the dependent procedure, the followig differential

formula is:

Py dby2 + dbz 2 - (x-b)4dx + (x-b)yd, 2 -(+-)h-D)2 (Ii.)

The relation between the elevations of the model and the elements of
orientation according to the dependent procedure is given by the
following differential formula (reference 6, p. 29):

C h = hydx2 l dbz2 + b2  __(b)

14



dby dby

dbz: ' dbzl

"2

h
z

y

Fig. 1. Definition of the elements of the relative orientation.
The arrows, defining the directions of the rotations, ae placed
between the actual axes and the reader.

The corresponding formulas for the x- and y-coordinates of the model
(reference -6, p.-2941) are:

b -K xxb db z2  - f(x-b) 2 + 4h2} x Y* mb y do

ay = dq2 + x~c~6
dy 2= -K2 dby z 2

(-)+ 2+ d92 + { + (x.b) 2 (T)

5- - -



These formulas are basic for the investigation of the error propa-
gation from the relative orientation to the final elevations and
coordinates of the model and also to the final elements of the ex-
terior orientation. The principles can be described as follows.
From at least five ymparall-ax observations the elements of the rel-
ative orientation can be determined with the aid of formula (4).

if redundant observations are available, an adjustment
according to the method of least squares can be made, and the basic
accuracy of the y-parallax measurements can be determined as stand-
ard error of unit weight . The determination bee omes stronger with
increasing number of redundant parallaxes. If the points in which
the parallaxes are measured are located regularly, the nolmal eqUa-
tions become simple, and generalized solutions can be made. Simple
forms can be used for the necessary calculations.

Corrections to preliminary meAsurements of elevations and
coordinates x and y can then be computed from the determined correc-
tions to the elements of the relative orientation and with the aid
of formulas !(5), (6), and (7). The accuracy (standard error) of
these corrections can be computed from the accuracy (standard error
of unit weight) of the basic observations from which the corrections
of the elements of orientation were computed. However, in some
points of the model, which are to be used for the absolute orienta-
tion, the errors emanating from the elements of the relative orien-
tation and propagating through formulas (5), (6), and (7) become
compensated by the elements of the absolute orientation. If there

are no redundant control points (i. e., two points in planimetry and
three points in elevation), the errors from the relative orientation
can be completely compensated in the control points, and only the
errors of the model coordinate measurements affect the control
points after the absolute orientation, But the elements of the ab-
solute orientation become affected with the errors from the relative
orientation and in all other points of the model except the control
points, the errors of the elements of the absolute orientation af-
fect the elevations and coordinates in addition to the errors from
the elements of the relative orientation. If redundant control
points are available, some principle must be used for the distribu-
tion of the inevitable discrepancies in the control points in order
to determine the elements of the absolute orientation uniquely.
Also, here the principles of the method of least squaes are applied.

Through this procedure, which is founded upon the principle of

compensation, the influence of the errors of the relative orienta-
t.6n iupoin-the final elevations and coordinates of the model can be
studied theoretically correctly, and the standard errors to be ex.-
pected in the final data, includin the elements of the exterior

orientation, can be expressed in a well-defined and theoretically
correct way. Evidently, the number of and the locations of the
control points as well as the number of and locations of the model
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points in which the y-parallaxes are observed and the basic stand-
ard error of unit weight must be taken into account. It also is
shown from the formula systems (to be derived) how the geometrical
data of the photographs (in particular, the opening angle and the
overlap) influence the determination of the final accuracy.

h

dh0l

y

Fig. 2. Locations and notations of model points for the rela-

tve and bsolute orientations ad the differentials of the

elements of the absolute orentaton dxo, dyo, dho, d , dr , d ,
and db.

Before the procedure is presented more in detail the basic

formulas for the absolute orientaton re shown (Fig. ). For the

eevations, the absolute orientation conssts of one trasaton,

d , and two rotations, dt and d , around two horizontal axes,

usually the y- anda x-axes of the model coordinate system, respec-

tively. The d~fferentia!_ formula between the model elevations and

the elements of the absolute orientation is:

d(8)

f at least three elevation discrepaces, -d-1 , -d--, and a 3 have
been observed _ n the model popnts, the corrections of the elements

of the absolute orientation can be found from three eqtons of
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ty-e (8). if more than three elevation discrepancies have been
measured, redundant data are available and a weli-defined principle
must be applied for unique determination of the corrections of the
elements of the absolute orientation. For n elevation discrepancies
dh 1 .... dhn in the model points xlyi...XnYn the method of least
squares gives Unique solutions of the corrections. If the coordi-
nates XlYi .... xnyn are translated into a system, the origin of which
is the point of gravity, and these gravity coordinates are denoted
XIY1 . . . . . .nn, the following corrections (references 3 and 6, p.
315) are obtained:

-h (9)
n

= CM rY h - [ Xd.I2-d (10)

[= l L X] (lo)

In planimetry, the absolute orientation consists of two
translations dXo, dyo, one scale change , abd one rotation da

(Fig. 2): The basic differential formulas relatiug the differentials
and the changes of the coordinates U and dy follow:

dx =dx + x -y (1)
b

dy dyo y +xd (13)

The discrepancies in two points are evidently sufficient for the
determination of the corrections of the prelimi- values of the
elements of the absolute orientation. if more than two points are
available, the method of least squares is applied for the unique
determination of the corrections. Again, if the coordinates x and
y are translated to a coordinate system, the origi of which is
located in the point of gravity, the corrections of the elements of
the absolute orientation are obtained as frow frm the discrep-
ancies in n points (references 3 and 6, p. 316):

[d xj (14)
n

8



dy0  yl(5n

b [X + [Yy6

d Ydx I I (Xqdy (17)xx + [Y1

0L. Some Different Procedures of the 'RelativeOrientation. As
indicated previously-,)the relative orientation can be made with the
aid of corrections or measurements of y-parallaxes in various num-
bers of model points and in various positionsi Each such point com-
bination constitutes certain conditions for the relative orientation
and the geometrical quality of the operation and, in particular, the
error propagation formulas become specific for each point combina-
tion. Some different point combinations are considered here, and
then the error propagation and the principles of compensation are

applied to one specific type of the relative orientation, the six-
point combination, which is the most usual one in practice.

For the various point combinations the orientation points
are chosen from such a scheme as is indicated in Fig. 2.

a. Five-Point Combination. As indicated previously,
five points are generally a minimum for the relative orientation.
As an example, the numerical determination of the corrections of the
elements of orientation and the corresponding weight numbers and
correlation numbers are shown here.

We assume the y-parallaxes after a preliminary orientation
to be measured in the model points 15, 95, 19, 99, and 11. After
formula (4), written as a correction formula, is applied to the five
mentioned points and after the formula system is solved in some way,
the following corrections of the elements of the relative orienta-
tion are obtained as direct functions of the measured y-parallaxes.

dby2  -P95 + b2  + P 2P1 5 ) (18)

-b h9 5 219 (19)

dbz2 = (Pl + p19 + 2P95 -2p1) ()

9



*2 ZZ (P19 + P95 P15 "P99 ) (21)

dao 2 = 1- (pn1 + pi 9  2p1 5 ) (22)
d2

The weight and correlation numbers can next be computed
according to their definitions. The numbers are shown in the weight
matrix in Table I.

Table I. Weight and Correlation Numbers of the Elements
of the Relative Orientation; Five Orientation Points

by2 b22 j i 9

by2  bd2  2 3  2bd 3

2 2h 2h h
2 2bd b2d bd2

b 2d2  2b 2 2a3

4h2

b2 b.e 24d3

With the aid of the general law of error propagation and
the terms from Table I the st ard errors of all functions of the
elements of the relative orientation, as for instance, computed from
formulas (4) through (7), can be determined. The standard error of
unit weight cannot be determined from measurements in five points
only because no redundant measurements are available but must be de-
termined from measurements in more points.

b. Six-Point Combination. This combination is the most
common in the theory and pfratice of the relative orientation. The
sixth point is a good check against gross errors in the parall"a ob-
serv-ations or corrections but means also a condition in which a dis-
crepancy always is to be expected. Usually, the folowing model
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points are used: 15, 95, 19, 99, 11, and 91. The general solution
of the six-point orientation problem is well known (reference 6, p.
282), and the final formulas, only, are given here. For moderate
elevation differences on the ground (h = conSt.), the following
corrections are obtained:

2 282)+p 22
dbY2 -_ - p1 (6h2 +4d2) - p9 5 (6h +8d) + (P3+P 1 9 )(-+2d-) +

12d

+ (pq1+p99 ) (3h2_2d2)} (23)

CIK 1(24i)

dbz2 -~2d (Pgl - P99 ) (25)

d 2 = ( + P 1 + Pi9  P99 ) (26)

- (- 2pi 5 - 2P95 + P1 + P91 + P19 + P99 ) (27)

[W 1 - 1( 5 + 2 p9 5 + p11 - P91 + pi 9  P9 9) 2  (28)

so =- jijm (29)

S - 0.70so

The weight matrix is shown in Table II.

The error propagation from the basic y-parallax observa-
tions to arbitrary functions of the elements of the relative orien-
tation can be studied with the aid of the laws of error propagation
and the terms of Table II- It should be noted that the determna-
tion of the standard error of unit weight according to formulas (28)
and (29) is extremely weak because there is only one redundant ob-
servation. Therefore, it is always advisable to use at least nine
and preferably fifteen points for the determination of so . The
formulas are given here. But the corrections of the elements of the

11



relative orientation can, in general, be computed from the formulas
just given, provided that the residual y-parallaxes are small (less
than about 0.05 mm in the photographs). The weight and correlation
numbers are only slightly changed if more points are used.

Table iM. Weight and Correlation Numbers of the Elements
of the Relative Orientation; Six Orientation Points

by2 2 bz 2  -2

a 2 3h4  1 1 0 0 _3 2d2
by2  + d + -

2
K20 0 03b2

h2  2h
hh

bz2  - 0

2d 2d2'

'P2 b2d0

C. Nine-Point Combination. This combination is of
particular importance because there are four redundant observations.
The standard error of unit weight, therefore, becomes determined with
considerably higher reliability than in the six-point combination.
The work is only slightly increased. The following formula systems
refer to terrain with arbitrary elevation differences, and the pre-
vious formula systems, in principle, refer to flat terrain, although
considerable elevation differences can be allowed if the preli-inary
orientation is performed so that the residual y-parallaxes are of the
order of magnitude 0.05 rm in the photographs. It is difficult to

derive theoretical tolerances for elevation differences and residual
y-parallaxes. Practical tests, performed in connection with the in--
ternational controlled exprments, within the International Society
of Photogrammetry (ISP) 1956 through 1960, a reported in reference

5, have indicated that the results of adjustments of the relative
orientation are not so sensitive to the elevation differences if the
residual y-parallaxes are of the order of magnitude as indcated
previously. The following formula systems have been derived by
Ottoson and have been published In reference 5:

12



dby2  (p15 5Pq5+p11 -5p'5 +p19-5p99-2p51 -2p59 -2p5 5) +

+ (30)

(K2 ( Pl5 + P9 5  pl + P91 19 9 ) + c)  (31)

6(t r + 5v)+ad + be9 (3cf

6(t2 + + e 2 + f (

The symbols are defined as follows:

Yi + ®R= the flying altitudeorthk- (L=ik 2 ) actual point i and on the proper
scale

Yj = the y-coordinate on the same scale

A z 15 z95 + L( 11 - Z9! + z19 z99)

B = L(- z11 + 5z 9 1 + z19 - 5z99 + 2z 5 ! m 2z59)

C - L(Zl! - 9 z 9 + z99 )

-z + z +z + z + z +z +
)15 95 Z5+LZ----1 -9 -9 Z1 9

a=-p 15 -p 95 - 2pl1- 5 1 + 2+ 5

b = P15 - p95 - 2P19 - 2P99 + 4p 9

c - pl p91 + p19 + p99 + 2p5! - 2p59

d - z!5 "z 95 - 2Lz11 - 2Lz9! + 4Lz 5! + 2z 5 5

13



e .z 1 51 z9 " 2Lz99 + 4Lz59 + 2z55

f = Lz - Lz91  LZ 9 + Lz99 + 2LZ51 .2Lz59
q= -P51 P59 + 2P55  t = 5Lz -Lz 59 + 2z55

r = 2p15 - Pil  p 9  U= 2z 15  Lzll - Lz19

s= 2P95 - P91 -P99 v-2z9 5 -LZ - Lz99

[vv 9  - 1 6(q2 + r 2 + s2 ) + a2 + b2 + c2

9 36 ( t r v) a + -be + 2 & 2

6(t 2 + + 2 ) + d2 + e2 + f 2  J(35)

o  S O 35's (36)

Confidence limits are:

On the level 5 percent: 0.6so - 2.9s
0

On the level 1 percent: 0.5s0 M 4.4s o

Most of the formulas given previously can be considerably simplified
because, provided the residual y-paraliaxes are smaller than 0.05 mm
in the photographs, the flying altitude can be chosen as an average
for the model and, consequently, all z i be substituted by h. Under
this assumption the following formulas are obtained:

1 2y - ) 2
dby2 .. ...l (d +2h2n) -p9 (3+h)+(pl1+pl9-2p55) (d-+h

2)-

- (pg+lp9 9 ) (2-h2)+(P 51+P59 )h2) (37)

2 = (- P1 5 + P 95 - P1 + P9 1 - P1 9 + P99) (38)

dbz2  ( i ( + P 5P91 + Pi 9 " 5P99 + 2P5! - 2P59) (39)

d 99 51 5



d2 - P91 +P 9  
" P 99 ) (40)

dc j2 = (-2pl 5-2p95+ptl+p91+Pl 9+p99+p5l+p59-2p,5 ) (41)

S(215+2 95+p1 -p9l+p19-p99)

= (Pll+2P5 l4 P5l5+P"952P55) +J

so -fi- (43)

For the practical computations special forms can be used
(Tables MII and IV). The computations of the weight and correlation
numbers can be made according to their definitions. For Pormulas

Table III. Form for the Computation of Corrections to the
Elements of the Relative Orientation from Measured

y-Parallaxes; Nine Points, Vertical Photographs A7

eon I ii II1 IV V s
Point p kk~ k1.k.k~ k.

.11 . l -1 _ -1 -1 -1
_ _ __ +2 3 22

91 1 4 1 +5 +1 +7 b= mm b - um

h d= mm d2. MM2
15. .__ 1 -2 4

m2 -211 -~-4 hi mm h mm2

+3 mm
19 +1 +1 1. +1 -__+11 t oM mi
59 l -2 4

dby2  I + ,2  5 +
---- a2 a - -- -- &(V " - 2d a % .

- 3b b =" -4K IIp0,817 *d so

bZ2 = IV = Q, -~~~ -- O,646 = Sdbz 2 S

-2bd V92y sdq, 2 =so VZ' 9  p~

dc0=7hI,7 h Sd S /
- 2 0,0 ' -2
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(30) through (3,4) the numbers become complicated. For most practi-
cal purposes, however, it is sufficient to use the weight and corre-
lation numbers from formulas (37) through (41). These are shown in
the matrix, Table V.

Table V. Weight and Correlation Numbers of the Elements
of the Relative Orientation; Nine Orientation Points

by2  2 bz2  q2 c 2

by 1 2h2  h4 1 3bk 2d2h

2y +- 0 02a

2

2_ D o 0 0

5-h2  h2

12d2  2bd2  0

h2

A comparison between Tables II and V shows that there are
only minor changes of the weight and correlation numbers. This
means that the accuracy of the corrections of the elements of the
relative orientation is only slightly increased if y-parallaxes from
nine points are used instead of those from six points. But the re-
liability of the standard error of unit weight is considerably in-

creased from the six-point to the nine-point adjustment. Further
increase of the reliability can be obtained from an adjustment of
measurements in 15 points. Therefore, the formulas for the computa-
tion of the standard error of unit weight from 15 points are shown
here (but without derivation) because this has been done earlier
(reference 5).

d. Fifteen-Point Combination. A complete adjustment
can be made fro --p-al-I-* observations in 15 regularly located
points but only the formulas for the standard error of unit weight
are given here. We have:
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[v 2 = (-2p 1 5+2p9 5+p 1 -p 9 1 +pwp-p)P +

+ fP+Pi2Pl2+P55~~2s)2+(P 19+ _9 -Is)259

+(pl3+p93 "2p53 )2+(Pp 97 2 57 2 + (-p11 +4p 3.

- p1 5+
4  - 1 -p51+4p53-6p 5  93"p6-p

2
- p9 9 ) + ~'(2 11-3pj3+2pj5-3p17+p 1  !.pq-+ 3-2P95+

+3p97 a2pq )
2 + 1 (j2P 1 +-p 9 P5 1-p 5 +p 7 p 9

+pW1 -5P9 3 +4 9 7 "p9 9 ) 2 0 (P11 -2P13+2p17 "- p9 - +2p9 3 "

-p 29) (44)

= ;1j~I(45)

a O .22s0

Confidence limits are:

onl the level 5 percent: 0.s - l.8s0

On the level 1 Percent: 0.680 - 2 .2s0

It can be noted that the 4 first terms of' formula (44) are
identical with formula (42). Furthermore, each of -the 10 parentheses
of formul (44) contains a condition, and -the standard error of unit
weight is determined from the discrepancies in these conditions.
The last condition of formula (44) is, in particular, the condition
which shows effects of possible radial distortion. For -the practi-
Cal computation of formula (44) it is suitable to use forms. -Such a
form, which can be used for the treatment of formula (4) as well as
of formula (42) is shown in Table IV.

e. Rules for the Determination of ymParallages in the
Wild Autographs.- Wass -the y-parallaxes in the-i6dJ to be

18



measured with the byi (left) or by2 (right) projector. The readings
of the elements have been recorded in the form as well as the read"
ings of all the elements of orientation before the measurements.

The readings of the by1 and by2 before the measurements
are denoted by1 0 and by2 0 , respectively, and the results of the

readings (averages) from the y-parallax measurements are denoted
bYim and by2 respectively. Distinction is made between the four

combinations, base in, base out, byl, and by2 , respectively. The
y-parallax is denoted py.

Base in, measurementsi b (ft):

+py = byM, - by10

Base in, measurements with by2 (right):

=py by2 0  bylm

Base out, measurements with by1 (left)e.

+Py =by 1o -by

Base out, measurements with by2 (right):

+py - bY2m - by2 0

if these rules are applied to the determination of the y-parallaxes
the preceding formulas give the corrections of the elements of the
relative orientation with the correc- -si.

3. The Principle of Compensation and the Derivation of
Formulas for the Standard- rrors-ixi7Planimetry--and-Elevation from
Single Modes-.-- For th--i--vestig ion -f-the propagation f -the.
errors of-tiih relative orientation to the final results, the compen-
sating effect of the absolute orientation and the consequences of
this must be taken into account-. We assume the relative orientation
to be performed up to a certain standard so that no sgn1ficant cor-
rections to the elements of the relative orientation can be found
from the measured y-paraliaxes In the orientation points (regions).
The quality of the relative orientation can then be expressed in
terms of the standard error of unit weight of the y-paaax measure-

ments. The coordinates and elevations of the mode are not 0 be
reg de as errorless because the elements of the relative orienta-
tion stil1 are affected with errors resulting from the lack of
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perfection of this operation as shown by the standard error of unit
weight. The errors of the coordinates and elevations are usually
described as caused by model defor-mations and are nalytically shown
by formulas (5) through (7). Also, the residual y-parallaxes in
other model points than the orientation points are fuctions of theerrors of the elements of the relative orientation according to

formula (14).

Statistical expressions for the model errors dx, dy, dh
and the residual y-parallaxes can be found from the mentioned form-
ulas by applying the general law of error propagation. The weight
and correlation numbers to be used depend upon the number of and
locations of the orientation points (Tables i, Ii, and V) for 5, 6,
and 9 orientation points, respectively. For the following examples,
we use the terms of Table II because this exale is in best agree-
ment with practice.

As an example of the determination of the standard errors
of the coordinates, the elevations, or the y-parallaxes of a model
after the relative orientation but before the absolute orientation
we use the elevations according to formula (5). In fact dh refers
to the flying altitude, and the standard error sh to be determined
first is the standard error of the determination of the flying alti-
tude after the relative orientation, only. This is different from
the elevation differences- of the model after the absolute orientation.

Applying the general law of error propagation to formula
(5) and noting from Table II that many of the correlation numbers
are zero, we find:

After the weight and correlation numzbers are substituted from Table
II th~e following formula is obtained:
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The standard error of the elevations (flying altitudes) is found

from

sh -- s (48)

where so is the standard error of unit weight of the y-parallaxes.

in order to show the order of mgnitude of the standard
errors for a certain procedure, formula (48) is plotted in Fig. 3

for wide-angle photographs and 60 percent overlap (b - d 3h)

and for so  i

Similarly, formulas (6) and (7) have been plotted. The
results are shown in Figs. 14 and 5.

it must be emphasized that the standard errors shown in
Figs. 3, 4, and 5 refer to the models after the relative orientation

6.o 5.0

I---s

11.8

I \
3._.

Fig. 3. Standard errors of the elevations of the model (from
the air base) resulting from the relative orientation only.
Vertical wide-angle photographs, about 60 percent overlap, de-
pendent relative orientation, s0 = 1.
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0.5 0 0.5 1 . 2.0 _ 3.0o 4.0

Fig. 4. Standard errors of the x-coordinates of a model result-
ing from the relative orientation only. Vertical wide-angle
photographs, about 60 -percent overlap., dependent relative orien-
tation, go -- i.

only, and that other relations will be found after the absolute
orientation because of the compensation effects. The standard
errors as shown in the figures are of great interest too) however,
because the error propagation in different procedures of aerial tri-
angulation is based upon the errors of the individual models after
the relative orientation, If the scale is transferred from model to
model with the aid of elevation measurements in the vici niy of the
nadir points of the models, the standard errors of the actual eleva-
tions can be found from formula (48) and the corresponding grahcl

plotting. it should be noted that the standard error of -the
elevation-measuring operation has -to be tke -no account in addi-
tion to the -influence from the relative orientation. The standard
error of the y-parallax corrections according to formula (4) is also
of interest and can be computed concernina the elevations as has

e h I 0raphIca1 presentation of the standard

error according to formula (4) inciul gtemasreet sbtar
model points is shown in Fig. 6.

For the d erivation of the error propagation formuas after
the absolute rientation, the elevations and the coordinates x and y
are treated separately.

phtorahs bot 0 eret veladeenen rltie2rin



91

.

y

Fig. 5. Stsndard errors of the y-coordinates of a model re-
sulting from the relative orientation only. Vertical wide"
angle Photographs, about 60 percent overisp, dependent relative
orientation, so 1 .

a. The Elevations. We assume the relative orientation
to be performed and wdjusted according to the method of least squares
after measurements of the y-parallaxes in the six points. For the
absolute orientation, elevation control points are assumed to be lo-
cated in the vicinity of the model points 11, 19, ad 95 (Fig. 2).

The model coordinates of these points are:

Xll x 9 O x95 = b
Y~ dY9 - X 95 - (49

Yll 4-.7 -- Y95  0

The elevation discrepancies in the control points after a preliminary

absolute orientation are defined as measured value minus given value.
It must first be noted that the discrepa-cies consist of two parts,
viz., one, caused by the elevation-measuring operation (the correc-
tion of the horizontal parallaxes) and then another caused by the
model deformations resulting from the elements of the relative orien-

tation and expressed by formula (5). These two parts of the eleva-
tion discrepancies are assumed to be independent of each other ad
are therefore considered separately.
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1.3

43I _-a i .'

I I

I I
I I

- I

S 1.Z4
i., I

1.3

Fig. 6. Standard error of residual y-parallaxes after the rel-
ative orientation and including the measurements in arbitrary
model points, Vertical wde -angle photographs, about 6 per-

cent overlap. so - I.

(U) The Error Propagation from the Elevation Measure-

ments. The elevation m msure t are assu -to-be of equal qa-
ity. A certain weight variation of the elevation measurements can
be derived from the found weight variatlon of the image coordinates
(reference I), but more determations of the basic weights of the
image coordinates are desired before the weighting of the measure-
ments of the coordinate differences or parallaxes. Furthermore, the
standard error of unit weight of the parallax measurements is deter-
mined as an adjusted value from measurements in at least 9 and pre-
ferably 15 points. Therefore, the weight relations also become ad-
justed to a certain extent. When sufficient determinations of the



weights of the basic image coordinates are available it might be of
interest to introduce weights also in the measurements of differences
of projected image coordinates. The influence of the elevation
measurement errors in the control points upon the elements of the
absolute orientation can be found from formUa (8).

Applying this to the three elevation control points (19),
we find:

dhlq dh o + ddg

dh95 do + dbq (50)

Hence,
ahil + d-9

2----- . (51a)

- 2

2dh d-h l -

d! 95 7 (51b)2b

dn 2i d (510)

The corresponding weight and correlation numbers are:

1 (52%a

-_,3_( --b)

2b2 (5

1 (52)

Qh (52d)

on 2b

If -the elevations of other model. points than -the control
points are measured simutnosy crections -to the measured data

can be computed from -the results of the corrections in the control
points, i. e., from formula (8) In which the resuats in formulas (51)
are substituted after the signs are chaged. The weight number of a

crected elevation in an arbitrary pointxycnte eotie
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from formulas (8) and (52). The original elevation measurement in
the actual point has the weight number 1. The standard error of the
corrected elevation in the point x,y then becomes:

Sh = Soh V + 2- x5

Soh denotes the standard error of unit weight of the elevation
measurement and is a function of the standard error of unit weight
of the corresponding parallax correction which is assumed to be of
the same magnitude as the correction or measurement of a y-parallax.
Because the relation between parallaxes and elevation differences is

dh h
b dp

the standard error of unit weigt soh is found as

h
Soh - so (54)

it is assumed that the same measuring, technique is used for hori-
zontal as well as for vertical or y-paxallaxes (preferably stereo-
scopic measurements). Otherwise, the weight relation between
monocular and stereoscopic measurements must be introduced, usually
1:2.

If different weights had been assigned to the measurements
of the elevations as a result of the weight variations of the image
coordinates and the reconstructed bundles of rays, such weights
could have been introduced in formula (50): The further procedure
is in principle not influenced as to whether weights are used.

If more points than the minimum number three are used for
the absolute orientation, the inevitable discrepancies must be
treated in some well-defined way. Again, if the least squares prin-
ciple is applied, formulas (9) through (1) can be used. The expres-
sions of the accuracy become comparatively simple if the control

points are located symnetrically around the center point of the model.
When five control points are assumed in the positions 55, !1, 91, 19,
and 99, the standard error of an elevation as a result of the eleva-
tion measurements only, would become (reference ).
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The chosen point combination is of particular practical importance
and is much used in connection with cadastral photogrammetric
measurements.

(2) The Copmpenaino the Model -Deformations in
the Contol _Points and the Error Propagation. Fach model point is
affected with an elevaion error resulting from the relative orien-
tation according to formula (5). The errors in the control points
can be found after substitution of the coordinates, x and y of the
points, respectively. These errors will next be compensated by the
elements of the absolute orientation and according to formula (8),
into which the coordinates x and y are substituted. The compensa-
tion means that in each control point the sum of the influences from
the relative and the absolute orientation procedures becomes zero.
For the points 11, 19, and 95 is found:

Point ,: 2 d h2  +
b ! k.tdb za b - d2 2 +db +dh o  -d

hdd bzh 2 +b2
Point 19t d 2 + Md + h + dd 0

h2  . -
POint dT2! 

+ dh o + bag' _ 0 (56)
Point 95: -

The elements of the absolute orientation are denoted with a prime
minus sign in order to point out the different meaning in comparison
with formulas (51).

Hence, h2 + b2

dhoi abz 2 -h b __ 2 (57a)

, dbz 2

-- +(57

These formulas are of fundamental importance for the investigation
of the error propagation from the relative orientation after the
absolute orientation to the final results of the elevation measure-
ments or to the angles T and ; of' the exterior orientation.

The weight and correlation number of formula (57) can be
found as follows, according to the definition:
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= + (h2 + by 2  22 2 16 b2  bz(5a

= %bz +)2' bz2z (

h 2  ~ 22 b ~(58b)

The ve ight and correlation ntmbet's of formulas (58) depend upon the
method of the relative orientation and the number and location of
the model points used (Tables I, II, and V).

Next, the influence upon arbitrar model elevations from
formulas (57) can be found after substitution into formua (8). sut
Still in each point, the influence of the relative orientation ac-
cording to formula (5) is found. Consequently, the influence upon
the elevations in arbitrary model points from the relative orienta-
tion is found from a sum of formulas (8) and (5).

Upxb~ c (59)

After formulas (57) are substituted and some rearrangements are made,
the following is found:

dh x-b~ 2 aO (60)

The weight nuber is

2C22x 2y(x-b) (1

(x-b)2 .z (62 2'2 b2 )2

The standard error of unit weight to be used together with this
weight numie reest-he y-parallax measurements and is denoted

s.The final stan-dard. error of' the elevations can now be :found
from the quadratic si~ation of formnula (53) and Shr so~V~

For -the weight and correlation numbers according to Table II we then
find*
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oh 2b2  2d2  b 0 b2d2  b2

After using the relation formula (54) between so and soh we finally
find:

b ~o V b +2  ~ 3 2  b +2 (63)

If the five points, 55, 11, 91, 19, and 99, had been used
for the absolute orientation, the following influences of the errors
of the relative orientation would have been found upon the elements
of the absolute orientation:

dbz2  h2 _9b\
0 = \ b 0 dT p (64a)

dr' dbz 2  (64b)

F dh 2  (64c)

These expressions can be derived after using formulas (9) through
(11) and after substituting the individual dh by the corresponding
formula (5) applied to the respective points.

After a procedure, identical to the one just shown, we
find the following formula for the standard error of the final ele-
vations of the model:

0 J2Sh S l) + (65)

Formulas (63) and (65) may serve as examples of the stand-
ard errors to be expected from photogrametric elevation measurements
under the assumed conditions. A certain generalization of the form-
ulas is possible by using root mean square values of the standard
errors over the model surface. Such a root mean square value can be
found from the technique for the determination of mean values of
functions from the integral calculus. For the area as defined by
the model points, 11, 91, 99, and 19, and expressed by 2bd, the root
mean square value of the elevation errors can be found from
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xftb y--d
Mh 6 s h dxdy (66)

1 0 y-d

Applying this formula to formulas (63) and (65) we find for the
examples of three and five control points:

2  -5h
Mh3=so 6 3-- (67)

-50 2d2 3 b (68)

The correct double integration of formula (68) has been made by Dr.
Harkin, GIHADA.

Formulas (63) and (65) are graphically plotted for so = 1
and for wide-angle photographs, about 60 percent overlap, in Figs.
7 and 8. For many purposes, it is suitable to simplify formulas

(67) and (68) further by substituting the relations h and h of the
b d

photographs. For wide-angle photographs and about 60 percent over-
lap we find

Mh3 = 2.2so  (67a)

h5 2.0so (68a)

In a similar way, as has been briefly shown, the geometri-
cal quality of elevation meas urements has been treated for converg-
ent photographs in reference 8. The formulas for the final stan dard
errors of the elevations are identical to those shown previously,
and therefore, a comparison between the standard errors of elevation
determinations from various kinds of vertical photography (normal
angle, wide angle, and superwide angle) and convergent photography
can be made. It should be noted that the relation between the fly-
ing altitude h and the terms b and d is influenced by the different
types of photography, and that consequently, the density of control
points on the ground also becomes influenced. Furthermore, the

standard error of unit weight of the ymparallaxes must be referred
to the same scale as the standard error of the elevations. The geo-
metrical quAlity of the photogrametric determinations of elevations
on the ground can be determined from information about the relation
between h, b, and d, the aumber and location of the control points,
and the standard error of unit weight of the y"parallax measurements,
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Fig. 7. Standard errors of the final elevations after abso-
lute orientation in the points U, 19, and 95. Wide-angle
photographs, about 60 percent overlap, s - 1.

19,
I I

I I

Fig. 8. Standard errors of the final elevations after abso-
lute orientation in the points 55, 11, 91, 19, and 99. Wide-
ane photographs, about 60 percent overlap, so = 1.
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It is assumed that the most important regular errors of the photo-
graphs and instruments are known and have been corrected for. if
the relative orientation is not strictly adjusted according to least
squares, the root mean squ&re value of the residual y-parallaxes of
the model, as determined from at least 9 but preferably 15 points,
can be used as a substitute for the standard error of unit weighti
This means a certain approximation.

Some applications of the derived formulas to important
problems in topographic mapping, and to the deternination of the
geometrical quality of the final elements of the exterior orienta-
tion are considered here.

b. The Coordinates in Planimetry. In principle, the

procedure is applied to two types of control point distribution, viz.,
two points located in the vicinity of the nadir points of the model

(minimm nuber of points); and five points located in the corners
and in the center of the model. The formulas (6), (7), and (12)
through (17) are used. The two nadir points are

x1 5 0 x9 5 = b

Y1 5  0 Y9 5 = 0 (69)

Also, here distinction is made between the influence of the coordi-
nate measurements in the model and the model deformations caused by
the relative orientation.

If the coordinate errors of the measurements are denoted
dx 1 , dy1 , d2, and dy2 , the differentials (corrections) of the ele-
ments of the absolute orientation can be expressed as follows:

o - 1 (70a)

dyo - dy1  (70b)

db dxl dx 2  (700)

da dyl dY2  (70d)

The weight and correlation numbers are:

= oo 1 (7'ia)

b 2 (71b)
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2

=o - "  (Tic)

b 1= (7ld)

M7e)

The standard errors of corrected x- and y-coordinates according to
formulas (12) and (13) are then

Sx ~ ~ b s s-V-+ n
S~ 5 o b2  b ad(2

oc is the standard error of unit weight of the x- or y-coordd$ate
measurements in the model.

Next, the principle of compensation is applied to the
model deformation in the control points. The influences of the
errors of the relative orientation upon the elements of the absolute
orientation are:

dxo 0  (73a)

dbY 2  b h

dyO + I (73b)

db 4 h2, (73c)

do - - (73d)

The total influence upon the model coordinates of the
errors, of the relative orientation, including the compensating
effect, is as follows:

Z) - -xxb z -- bh 'bb(-2)2 (7)

After the general law of error propagation is applied to the preced-
informulas, the weight a correlation numbers of Table 11 are used
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2.0 2.0

15

Fig. 9. Standard errors of the final x-coordinates after abso-
lute orientation in-the points 15 a.nd 95. Wide-angle photo-
graphs, about 60 percent overlap, B. 1.

15 91

2. 2.0

Fig. 10. Standard errors of the final y-coordinates after ab-
soiute orientation -in the points 15 and 95. Wide-Angle photo-
graphs, about 60 percent overlap, so 1
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and if the standard errors of unit weight of y-parallax measurements
and of model coordinate measurements are assumed to be of the same
order of magitude, the following formulas are obtained for the
standard errors of the final x- and y-coordinates under the actual
conditions:

o,O o --s -- +" 2b - + +J - 4~Xb2 b -2

2 ++ - S+1 (76)
b 3d2  2 b

0 + _ _ _ + b d

s+ ~ (~) +b.

yo 8bv 2onto int locte b hevcae2f h

+ + (77)

Formulas (76) and (77) are shown graphically in Figs. 9
and 10 for wide-angle photographs, 60 percent overlap, and s 1.
From the diagrams, the following root mean square values of the
standard errors can be found:

Mx= 1.6s% (78)

MY= 1.7so (79)

For five control points located in the vicinities of the
model points) 55, 11, 91, 19, and 99, formulas (li4) -through (1) are
used for the unique determination of the influences of the errors of
the relative orientation and of the measujrements of the model coord-
inates upon the elements of the absolute orientatioQn and then upon
the final coordinates. The procedurn isiiatohene shw

previously for two points, only. The final formulas for the stand-
ard errors of the x- and y-coordinates are shown here. Some mor

errors in the original formulas have been discovered by Dr. Harkin,
GIMRADA, and are corrected as follows:
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xbd+ _6~2b d (X-b) 23
b2 1d 1o(bh) 5 b~bd2 -b1hd bX ~~

0 2  b b b 2 d2 +4. (b2 id)

k20x 2 + 2Ob+2 2 ±2b +9d (80)
2- -a2 -- X

b2 4(1 2 0(b 2 +- 4 +.a2

s s~ /~c52~b)~2 X2 -6 bb2 +2 2  2

tro b b 2 40(b 2 +4 2 )J bd 2

+- OX +6 + (242 3 + 2xby 2 +

+ (b2 +i4d2) J(80) 2~d

+ bb2 2d) 20x Obx 2y JX 2b 2 (81

2(-4d2 ) 2 3 x w d22)
Fomua (80 an (81) ar+hw rpial i is 1ad1

wide-angl phtgrps 60, peren ovr2p and -4 b = Te oo

mea suae alus f hestadad rrr o te - nd -oorinte
are-~bp 2!)2

Ms + M +.s (8+

ormuas i80 pani(1)tre fro verahgphhsl nde the.1 assumedfo
coditins.e photo itshudveephze tat the operootum

ber grps and 2pfthehoorceti rcdtepoorpyn
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Pig. 11. Standard errors of the x-coor dnates after Absolute
O rientation in the Pointis 55, ll, 91, i_9, and 99i Wide-angle
photographs, About 60 perent over--1ap, sa =

_ .L. -- :)g 30

I

1. 20~ ~ i~
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Fig. 12. Standard errors of the y-coordinates after absolute
orientation in the points 55, i!, 91, 19, and 99. Wide-ange
photographs, 0b percent overlap, so  =.
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errors under operational conditions and that the regular errors are
corrected for up to the tolerance limits according tO the irregular
errors. it is further assumed that the latter errors are normally
distributed at least at the 5 percent confidence level. Moreover,
if the relative and the absolute orientations are treated as previ-
ously stated, i. ei, in particular, the inevitable discrepancies of
these operations are adjusted according to least squares, the accur-
acy of the final results can be expressed in terms of the standard
error of the y-parallax observations. With some approximation the

root mean square values of the residual y-parallaxes after the abso-
lute orientation can be used for the accuracy determination.

As is shown here, the derived formula systems can be used
for the treatment of important practical problems in connection with
the planning of aerial photography and determinations of the neces-
sary density of ground control under certain requirements concerning
the final accuracy in elevation and planimetry. Furthermore, the
accurae of the elements of the exterior orientation can be deter-
mined theoretically and uniquely. This determination is of great
importance because photogrammetric methods frequently are used for
tests of other methods for the determination of the space coordi-
nates, e. g., of airpanes. In such tests, the accuracy of the

checking method must be well known. Before these applications are
discussed, some results of practical tests of the formulas derived
previously are shown.

The most important tests were performed in connection with
the controlled experiments within the International Society of
Photogrammetry during the period 1956 through 1960. From series of
y-parallax measurements in connection with the practical photogram-
metric plotting and coordinate determination, the accuracy to be ex-
pected in the final results was predicted by the Subcommission IV:4.
The tests were applied to large-scale plotting after aerial photog-
raphy of rugged terrain from a comparatively low altitude (Subcom-
mission IV:l I.S.P.), as well as to small-scale mapping after photog-
raphy from high altitude (8,000 m, Subcommission IV-3). The results
of the tests are presented I the report from Subcoussion IV:4 at
the London Congress in 1960 (reference 5). The agreement between
the predictions according to the theoretical formulas and the pract-

ical results were astonishingly good. The discrepcies were found
to be well within the tolerance limits at the 5 percent level, and
the theory behind the formulas, therefore, became verified. This
means that comparatively simple y-paralax measurements can be used
for a good check o the accuracy to be expected from photogrametric
plotting under assumed conditions.

Further checks have been made in different connections.
In particular, one made within GI A follows.
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For certain tests, elevation measurements had been made in
a great number of check points in 24 wide-angle models. The resid-m
ual y-parallaxes had also been measured in 9 points of each model.
The y-parallax measurements were made available and a root mean
square value of 9 microns was determined. in each model, four conm
trol points had been used for the absolute orientation. A theoreti-

cal investigation was made concerning the error propagation under
the actual conditions, and the root mean square value of the errors
to be expected in the final elevations was com-uted as a function of
the root mean square value of the residual ymparaflaxes. The fol-
lowing formula was found:

Mh 2- 2 0 sm9 S

where Mh it the root mean square value of the elevation errors to
be expected;

Sm9 is the root mean square value of the y parallaxes (the
standard error of unit weight of the y-parallaxes if a
strict adjustment had been made) on the scale of the

photographs;

S is the scale factor of the photographs, i. e., 4 where h
is the flying altitude and c is the camera constant.

Here, the scale factor S was 18,000 and the expected value of Mh be-

came, consequently:

Mh - 2.0 x 9 x 1,8000 microns 0.3-4 m

The confidence limits at the 5 percent level are 0.19 throigh 0.940
m. The root mean square value of the elevation discrepancies in a

great number of check points was found to be 0.3414 m. The agreement
between theory and practice is consequently very good, and another
practical verification of the theoretical laws of error propagation
has been obtained.

Even if there are a great number of similar verifications,

all showing a good agreement between theory and practice, still more
practical tests are desirable. It is always advisable to measu
the residual y-parallaxes independently in connection with practical

photogrammetrical work and, in particular, in connection with ordi-
nary photogrammetric tests.

5. Stmmary of Formulas for the Standard Errors in Planimetry
and Elevaetion-ofVariousMethodsof PhOtraericTiIniaton.

Sii.ilr pirci~~s s hvebeen-applied previously -for the defiva-
tion of formulas for the geometrical quality in planimetry and ele-
vation from single models can be used for investigat ons of the
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geometrical quality of the results of various methods for photo-
grammetric triangulation. Necessar-y prerequisites have been clearly
stated and are summarized here. The f'un°damental operations must be
carefully investigated and tested for the distinction between regu-
lar and irrerular errors. The irregular ones are to be estimated as
standard errors of unit weight according to the method of least
squares. The residuals after the adjustments, from which the stand-
ard error is computed, must be normally distributed at a reasonable
level, usually 5 percent. Discrepancies in available conditions,
primarily those of the relative orientation shall, in principle, be
adjusted according to the method of least squares. It is further
assumed that the elevation differences of the ground are moderate
ad that the aerial photography is made under normal, uniform
conditions.

Here, we distinguish between three methods of photogram
metric triangul on hich are of practical importance (reference 6).

a. ordinary Aerial Triangulation. No auxiliary informa
tion concerning the elements of the exterior orientation is assumed
to be available. For widemangle photographs and 60-percent overlap
the standard errors in planimetry and elevation can be expressed by
the following formulas.

(1) Cantilever Extension.

ax h SO4n3 + 63n2 lOn + 12)

- $0 - 1(4n3 + 39n 3 + 39)

Sz so c. vn3 +6n2 -lOn + 33

Only the first model is assumed to be absolutely oriented with con-

trol points.

n is the number of models after the first one;

h is the flying altitud.e;

c is the camera constant; and

so is the standard error of unit weight of the y-paral!laxes
and image coordinates.
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In Table VI, some examples of the standard errors are shown under
well-defined assumptions. The standard errors in pianimetry are
presented as radial standard errors but the possible correlation is
not taken into account.

Table VI. Standard Errors in Planimetry and Elevation
after Cantilever Extension;

Wide-Angle Photographs, 60-Percent Overlap

'-Standard Errors- Standard Errors
Number on the Scale of for 8o = 0.O1 mm Triangulated

of the Photographs and h:C -- 20,000 Distances
Models for sq 1 M e t e r s

n p s Kilo- Miles
p p(XY) zmeters

3 11.49 9.17 2.2 1.8 3.7 2.3
4 15.82 12.37 3.2 2.5 5.5 3.4
5 20.37 16.06 4.1 3.2 7.4 4.5
6 25.14 20 12 5.0 4.0 9,2 5.7
7 30. 10 25.48 6.0 5.1 11.0 6.8
8 35.25 29.13 7.0 5.9 12.9 8.0
9 40.59 34.03 8.1 6.8 14.7 9.1

10 46.11 39.15 9.2 7.8 16.6 10.3
15 76.18 67.88 15.2 i3.6 25.8 16.0
20 110.06 101.16 22.0 20.2 35.0 21i,8
25 147.39 138,41 29i5 127.7 44.1 27.4
50 377.64 373.54 75.5 74.7 90.2 56.0

In long triangulation strips, longer than at least 10
models, the arc sine law becomes actual. This law states that even
if there are onlyr irregular, normally distributed errors in the

basic observations of the aerial triangulation the errors in plani-
metry and elevation along the strip may show apparent systematic or
regular variations. These are caused by the correlation in the sum-
mation and are not regular errors caused by regular sources of errors.
Sometimes, there e,-the irregular errors, expressed as standard

errors according to Table VI, may be considerably influenced by the

apparent regular errors according to the arc sine law in long strips.
Therefore, even if the standard errors theoretically would anount to
the figures shown In this table, the discrepancies found in practice
from a long trianguation strip can deviate more from the theoreti-
cal values than the confidence limits allow. Under all circumstances,
it is adv sable a o keep triangulation strips between control points
below 10 models because of the Just mentioned arc sine law. It
should also be remembered that the previous formulas were obtained
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under well-defined conditions and that some approximations have been
used.

(2) Br!dging. The bridging is made between two
groups of control points at the ends of the strip.

According to reference 6, the standard errors in planim
metry and elevation can be expressed by the following formulas, which
have been derived under well-defined conditions and with certain
approximations.

Sy= SO 2p (np) + 1)

SC +

Z 0 3c 6onj

In these formulas, the strip is assumed to consist of the photographs

-1, 0, +1, 2.... ..... n-l, n, n+1

The control points are located in the models -1, 0, and n, n+l, and
p is the notation for an arbitrary model, the standard errors of
which are to be determined. The other notations are identical with
the notations used in the cantilever extension method.

In Table VII, the previous formulas are numerically cal-
culated for some values of the coefficients. The standard error in
planimetry is expressed as a radial standard error but no attention
is given to the possible correlation between x and y.

Also, here the arc sine law must be remembered. Triangu-
latons over more than 10 models May be influenced by the correlation
in connection with the summation of the errors from the fundamental
operations. The confidence intervals can be determined by statist-
ical methods for certain levels and with respect to the number of
observations in the determination of the basic standard errors of
unit weight.

b. Independent Model Triangulation. In this form of
triangulatin, the individual models are levelled with the aid of

available control. The triangulation is performed through a series
of planimetry coordinate transformations from model to model. Only
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'Table VII. Standard Errors in Planimetry and Elevation
after Bridging, Referred to the Middle of the Strip

Numb er Standard Errors Standard Errors
of on the Scale of for so 0.0). mm TriangUated

M od els the Photographs and h ic 20, 000 Distances
-fors 0 =l# M et e r -a_ _ _

ni n+3 Kl-Miles:
5p~xy) 5(,~)_ S~ meters ____

4 7 3.87 3.12 o.8 o.6 5..4

5 8 5.412 3.84 1.0i 0. 7.4 4.5
6 9 6.5 4.64 1.3, 0.9 9.i2 5.7
7 10 8.0C5 5.51 1.6 1.1 11.0 6.8
8 1-1 9.70 6.46 1.9 1.3 12.9 8.0
9 1-2 11.46 7.47 2.i2 1.5 14.7 9.1

10 13 13.32 8.54 2.7 1.7 16.6 10.3
15 18 2 4.06 14.76 4.8 3.0 25 .8 160
20 23 36.81 22.21 7.4 4.4 35.0 21.8
2L5 28 51.30 30.70 10.2 6.i 44.1 27.4
50 53 144.54 85.51 28.9 17.1 90.2 56.0

coordinates in pDlanimetry are to be determined through this -form of
triangulation. Also, here, distinction is made betwe en cantilever
extension and bridging. The following formulas have been derived
(reference 6):

(1) Cantilever Extension.

a s8 b (20 n3 + 54 a 2 + 61na+ 3)

sy (10o n3 + 6 3 6 2 +50 n+ 8)

(2) Bridginge

S / (~p ~ 2p(n-p) + 61)

sy 9 s-qn /~){ p(Anp) + 2 5)
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The notations are identical with those used in the discussion of
ordinary triangulation just given.

c. Numerical Radial Trigulation. For . numerical
radial triangulation according to referetce 6, the error propagation
has been derived for cantilever extension and for bridging. Here,
the basic standard error of unit weight refers to the image coordi-
nates and furthermore, the radial distortion in the photographs is
of limited importance for the accuracy of the triangulation results.
it must be assumed, on the other hand, that the inclinations of the
photographs are sufficiently small so that the influence upon the
image coordinates can be neglected. This condition can be checked
in connection with the measurements of the image coordinates through
determination of the y-parallaxes between aaj*acent photographs.
From the y-parallaxes the inclination differences between the photo-
graphs in a strip can be determined and taken into account if neces"
sary. The nadir point or the isocenter can be determined or, still
more suitable, numerical corrections to the measured image coordi:
nates can be computed from the determined inclinations and inclina
tion differences. The simplest method is to use a mirror stereo-
scope and a parallax bar for the basic parallax measurements.
Through such simple methods the requirement on sufficient vertical-
ity can usually be fulfilled for the following formula systems:

(1) Caintilever Extension.

Sx = n (4n 2 + 21 n + 2;5)

_ oh fn
SySg (10n +l1n+o7)

(2) Bridging.

Sx $ 0 h P (47) lp(n~p) + 25}
h

BY $ - f(.QP(U-P) + 107)

S, 66 S0

Experiments have proved that the standard error of unit
weight, which in principle should refer to image coordinates, can be
referred to the y-parallaxes and can be determined in connection
with the measurements of such parallaxes for the determination of
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the inclination differences. Consequently, the theory of errors of
the relative orientation ca be applied here also, although in a
limited sense. Because a combination between stereoscopic measuring
methods and radial methods is assumed, the actual triangulation
method has been denoted stereoradial tringulation.

6. Determination qf the Acc acy of the Elements of the
Exterior Orientatilon after Dobi e 46int R.esdection -in -pace .

a. The Influence of the Relative and Absolute orienta
tion Procedures. From rthe basic formulas derived previously, the
accuracy of the elements of the exterior orientation can be deter-
mined. The accuracy will, of course, depend upon the number of con-
trol points and their locations. The derivation is referred to the
minimum number of control points and locations as assumed previously.
Derivations of the final accuracy for other combinations and loca-
tions of control points can be made according to the same principles.

The final values of the angles T and c are denoted (i Gi
and 1 , respectively The final values of the three space

coordinates of the exposure stations are denoted Xi, Yi, z1 and X2 ,
Y2 , Z2 , respectively. For the determination of the accuracy, the
differentials of these data only are of interest. The values of the
preliminary results of the resection in spce can be determined with
the aid of the scales of the instrument or from numerical calculations.

According to Figs. 1 and 2 and because the relative orien-
tation is assumed to be made according to the dependent procedure,
the following relations are immediately found:

S - d (83)

dY2 =d9 2 - dii (84i)

=w dt (85)

d -q, dw2 + 49 (86)

Next, the expressions for dn and dg are substituted from formulas

(51) and (57).

1~o 2b 95 Ul di b z 22 (87)

24 95 U~ '19 dz
022b - + (88)_



dow= 2d (89)

doL if 19_ 11 x (90)

The standard errors of the angles are now found fromi the -laws of
error propagation. The standard error of j1 is. derived, e. g
We find:0

-2 ( L %z 2 bz2 +-b/

According to Table II and formula (54i), we find:

+1 a ~ (91
Ob 2d2  2b2  (91

Simnilarly, the following is found:

h 1 1 2

a2 b ~ 2 d2  (3

For five elevation control points the following formulas are found:

h 1 1
s1 _o 2d- 2 +b + (95)

hw /2-b 2

Concerning the three space coordinates of each exposure
station, we have the differential relations (Figs. 1 and 2 and
reference 9):o

X,= dxo - hdq (96)



dX2  dxo "hd~j + db (97)

dY1  dy0o hd (98)

dY2 = dyo m M9~ + bda (9

. 1 = dh, (100)

dZ2  dho+ b, -dcbzp (101)

For six orientation points for the relative -retton and minimum
number of control points (two in planimetry and three in elevation)
in the -locations previously assumed, we find from formulas (5-1),
(57), (70, and (73):

h h
d~ xl - (2ah95 dh h4 2 + dbV (102)

dX2 =-adX2  2b~ (2dh95 - dh11 - hw) b dbZp (103)

h h2
dy1= -dy1  -h-. (dhl 9 - d 'l + doot + b 2 + by

2b- d+ +b2l~.

+ h2Z dbdip (105)

dZ2  dy h2 d4P2 0

dZ d 95 -dbz 2 -
2 d(107)

The standard errors of the space coordinates are then found with the
aid of the general law of error propagation. The weight and corre-
lation numbers of the elements of -the relative orientation are ob-
tained from Table 11, For the coordinate X, we find:

2 -2 .2 312 2 h
--X oc oh 0 2d2 (108)

-l - 2bd

where

.o s -the standard error of unit weight ftemdlcodnt
measurements;



soh is the standard error of unit weight of the model elevation
measurements; and

so is the standard error of unit weight of the y-parallax
measurements.

When the following assumptions are introduced

Soc-- so

h

the following expressions for the standard errors of the coordinates
of the exterior orientation, resulting from the relative and absolute
orientation, are found:

s l2 skso + h,2b2  (1)

O. S +  (110)2-O -b2b d d2

The differences between the standard errors of the Y- and Z.-coordinates
of the expsure stations 1 and 2 are caused by the assumd number and
locations of the conmtrol points. Similar derivations can be made for
arbitrary conditions.

b. The Influence of the Elements Qf the Interior Orienta-
tion of Cameras en-Prectrs, -... In reference 1, the heory f errors
of th interior orientation has been d scussed and, in particul~ar,
the standard errors of the elements of the interior orientation have
been derived from the calibration procedure. A well!-defi!ned proce-
dure for the calibration iS necessary for the determination of the
actual standard errors as fuctions of the stanar errors of unit
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weight of the image coordinates. From the derivations made in
reference 1, the following standard errors were found for the prin-
cipal distance and the image coordinates of the principal point:

I C -
0 2rC (114)

= Syp So (115)

The standard errors of the angles i' and ca' of the image from the
calibration procedure were found to be

_~, so (116)

in these formulas a' is the standard error of unit weight Of the
image coordinates as determined according to the method of least
squares from an adjustment of discrepancies in points on a circle
with the radius r' around the prtncipai point and one point in the
vicinity of the principal point. When the formulas are applied to
aerial photographs taken under operational conditions, the standard
error of unit weight should refer to tests under such conditions.

it should be noted that the final camera constant (cali-
brated focal length) is determined after a correction in order to
make the radial distortion zero along a circle around the principal
point with the radius r0 (the zero distortion radius). The correc-
tion is computed from the expression

dc - dr (117)
0

The standard error of the radial distortion amount is about - under
the conditions assumed in reference 1 concerning the number of points,

and the like. The standard error of formula (u17) is:

soc
Sdc = 00

The standard error of the correction dc, therefore, is dependent
upon the radius of the circle to be chosen as zero-circle concerning
the radial distortion. This depends upon the shape of the radial
distortion curve and, consequently, also upon the optical system of
the camera (sometimes also upon the optical system of the plotting
instrument). Therefore, because the standard error of the correction
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obviously is comparatively small in comparison with other standard
errors of the interior orientation, it is neglected here.

The standard error of the coordinates of the principal
point in the system of the fiducial marks is also affected with
errors resulting from the measurements in the fiducial marks. We
assume here that the standard errors of these measurements are of
the same magnitude as so'. Furthermore, the standard errors of the
elements of the interior orientation are transferred to the elements
of the exterior orientation with the scale factor of the photographs
h
c

The standard errors of the elements of the exterior orien-
tation caused by the elements of the interior orientation are conse-
quently, with minor approximations:

=, ; , h (118)

so 2r (1

Further, we have

rF

Formulas (118) through (120) refer to the photographs only and are
therefore to be used in analytical determinations of the elements of
the exterior orientation. If conventional plotting instruments are
used for the purpose, the influence of the errors of the projectors
of the instruments has to be taken into account. When the same cal-
ibration procedure is assumed to be applied to the projectors as to
the cameras (the grid method), the influence of the errors of the
calibration procedure upon the elements of the exterior orientation
become of the same type as has been shown previously concerning the
camera (photographs) in formulas (118) through (120), According to
experience from practical tests (references 1, 2, a ~d 5) the stand-

ard errors of unit weight seem to be of the same order of magitude,
for the photographs as well as for the projectors, but great varia-
tions may occur in photographs and instruments used in practice. It
is most Important that practical tests of the basic accuracy be ae

of all cameras (photographs) and plotting instruments to be used for
the determination of the accuracy of the elements of the exterior
orientation.

In order to derive the final formulas for the accuracy of
the elements of the exterior orientation, it is necessary to
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distinguish between measurements in stereocomparators and analytical
calculations, on one hand, and measurements in stereoscopic plotters,
on the other. in the latter, the errors of the projectors must also
be included in the formulas. The standard errors expressed by form-
ulas (118) through {120) will, under the assumptions previously made,

be multiplied by V2 for the second method. The final standard
errors of the elements of the exterior orientation after measurements
in a stereoscopic plotter can now be expressed as follows:

sxl ~ ~ \ -x 2h 2-  A2 3 02
hI /

/ + (122)

(02 hO +/~ + 2h2- & + h2+ 14 -12 (-)
C 0b2 (t 6h2  3 2  2ds/ 3o

= O "P 1 - 4.. 
"

.....- "1 - -2

" -1 hi -2 1..2 -- -4)"L ._L

tj Cf A b2 12  2 (12)
+n a 2 y h ad2 2 d 2rfti

2 h2 b2 h2 h4 n e2
t2b2 2d2  d2  b2d2  2r 2  0 15

= s b/ 2 1 - - 14 -05 ' (126)

T1 -'2 ( b T\di b2  3r'1

3b~h 2  d 2  )32  ~ '

h32b 5c2 ' 2(17
/ob- + --- + -+s

(j2 2d2  3r' :

In a similar way, the standard error of the direct-ion
(azimnuth) of the base can be determined. We find
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sy + 1 .2 i'h+ 28 (29)
b2 a.23b 2 0

According to practical experience from tests in cohnection
with calibrations, the standard errors of unit weight of the image
coordinates s and of the y-parallaxes so can be treated as approxi-
mately equal, and consequently, formu.las (121) throug (129) can be
simplified. Under this assumption, the numerical values of the
standard errors as shown in Table VIII have been computed. Distinc-
tion has been made between three types of photographs, viz., normal
angle, wide angle, and superwide angle. The camera constants are
210 mm, 153 mm, and 88 mm, respectively, and the image forzmate 180
by 180 mm, 230 by 230 mm, and 230 by 230 mm. The following values
of r' have been assumed 120 M, 153 mm, and 146 mm, respectively.
The standard errors of unit weight of the y-parallaxes and of the
image coordinates have been obtained from different sources. For
the normal and wide-angle photographs primarily, the results from
the International Controlled EXperiments from 1956 through 1960, as
reported in reference 5, have been used in addition to the results
of tests from 1952 through 1956, as reported to the Sub-commission
IV at the Stockholm Congress for photogrammetry in 1956. The stand-
ard errors of unit weight are 0.004 and 0.006 mm, respectively. For
superwide-angle photographs there are only a few practical tests of
the y-parallaxes available. The standard error of unit weight to be
used in Table VIII is 0.010, mm and has been obtained during some
test measurements within GIMADA. It should be emphasized that the
standard error of unit weight can be used only under the condition
that the orientation is adjusted according to the method of least
squares. if empirical adjustment according to usual methods is used,
the standard error of unit weight should be substituted by the root
mean square value of the residual y-parallaxes as determined from at
least nine but preferably 15 points. Practical experience has indi-
cated that the root mean square value usually is about twice the
standard error of unit weight. The figures of this table, therefore,

should be regarded to show the highest quality to be expected in the
determination of the elements of the exterior orientation from double-
point resection in space under assumed conditions. It is always ad-
visable to measure and record the residual y-parallaxes after the
absolute orientation has been finished. The standard errors of the
angles are given in units of centesimal minutes (a). If so is given
in units of millimeters, the standard errors of the angles are ob-
tained in units of centesimal seconds (cc) of which there are 100 to
a minute (C)

For a certain flying altitude the wide-angle photographs
give the best results, except for the flying altitudes, where the
superwlde-angle photographs are better. It should be emphasized
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again that the standard error of unit weight of superwide-angle
photographs should be better determined.

Table vii:.4 Standard Errors of the Elements of the
Exterior Orientation after Double-Point Resection
in Space in a First-Order Photograninetric Instrument

Photographs y y z S m
SX2 22 22

Nomal angle 12.9so h 3 0s 10M S 2s . 8.6a0 28 .7s -401 1~0so 39470s )i83il

c 210 M C
h h h ha ha 16 .6' l!3s0= 0.004 mm 10-6 7o 5100 ~

Wide angle 4.680 h 449r., 14. h h

5o7s 5.8sa 17l90so,16870so 15560s6
a 153m nth C

ha h_ h, ha Ia 1. 1.0 0.2
so0 .006 fta 550 0 04

ha h h h huprdengle 2.8s0  2.9s so 2 .8s o - 1 .980 106 80s0 158f 0S
c m,= 88mm

s0 0Oom h ha ha h h 1.1 ii! 0.8

7. Determination of the Accukracy of -the Elements of -the
Exterior Orientation-ate Siil -at Resection in Space.- For
completenesssae t- o uas fo-h c~rc f th e eements
-the exterior orientation after single-point resection in space are
summarized here The principle of-te de rivation have been used
-in references 9 and 10. The basic differential formulas for the re-
lation between sml errors of the elements of the exterior orienta-
tion and the corresponding errors of the projected coordinates ae
well known and have been shown in formulas (1) and (2). These
formulas are applied to three points with the following coordinates:

x3 ~a (130)

Y1 0 y2 =- Y3 a

Through a preliminary resection in space the elements of
the exterior orientation are assumed to have beeen rather weUl deter-
mined and only small discrepancies remain. The six equations, which
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can be formed with the aid of the six coordinates, can be solved in
a general manner, and the corrections of the elements of the exterior
orientation can be expressed as linear functions of the discrepancies.
Then, the weight and correlation numbers Carl be &etermined according
to their definitions. We find:

4~ 2

+ + -- (132)

1oyo 9 18 2

3c 2 (133)

2c 2  (134

%,= (135)

9a4h2

= -4--- (136

The standard errors of the elements of the exterior orientation can
be found from the standard error of unit weight of the image coordi-
nates and the square roots of the weight numbers. In addition, the
influence of the errors of the elements of the interior orientation
must be taken into account. The standard errors of the elements of
the interior orientation and the angles 9' and &' were given previ-
ously in formulas (118) through (120). Assumig the standard errors
of unit weight of the image coordinates at the camera and image cal-
ibration to be of the same order of magnitude as at the measurements
for the resection in space, we find the following formulas for the
standard errors of the elements of the exterior orientation under
these conditions:

- c __ 33c7 (137)

y so + L7 (138)
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z (139)

so ~(1-0)S..-.So 8ak6r'2

1Pa 6r'

in these formulas,

h is the flying altitude;

c is the camera constant;

a repres-ents the image coordinates of the control points
(cf. the relations (130)); and

r t is the radius of the circle around the principal point
upon which the points were located in connection with the
calibration of the camera and the photographs.

Formulas (137) throUgh (1'-4) are applied to three differ-
ent types of photographs, and the results are shown in Table IX.

If the single-point resection had been made in an ordinary
photogrammetric plotting instrument, attention should have been paid
to the errors of the interior orientation of the projector from the
calibration. The standard errors of Table IX would therefore have

become larger. Under the assumed conditions, single-point resection
in space will give more accurate results than doub e-point resection
in space. For a certain flying altitude, the wide-angle photograph
gives the most accurate results. in reference 10, a study has been
made of the variations of the accuracy with var ying locations of the
control points.
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Table IX. Standard Errors of the Elements of the
Exterior Orientation after Single-Point Resection

in Space with Numerical Methods

Photographs sx  By sz  ss

h h
Normal angle 7.48 c 5.1so 20.8so - 27250o 23000so

210 m

so 0.004 mm h- _ h -h- l 0.9
r- a 80 mm 7, 10300 2500

Wide atgle 166 c 2 . ° h 1.5% 7 1 32 go l08235°
c 1 153 mm.

g 0.006 _h h h 008 0?6

r' a = 100 mm 7500 10200 17000

h h h

Superwide angle 2.2s0  1.9so  0. so 7003so 6366qo

88 m

so 40 700 12500 0 Fo7 oq6

r0 a = 100 mm

8. Tolerance Limits of the Final Reujts of -the Photogram-
metric Procedure. The standard errors of the final coordin-tes d
elevations of terrain points have been determined previously under
different assumptions concerning the fundamental operations of
photogrammetry. Under such conditions, it is always of interest to
estimate the maximum deviations to be expected or to be allowed if
the photogrammetric data are compared with geodetic check data,
which are determ ned with such a high geometrical quality that they
can be regarded as errorless, at least in comparison with the photo-
grammetric quality.

Up to the present time, the "maximum errors" or tolerance
limits are usualy assume to be three times the standard errors.

This is a crude rule, which probably originates from the fact that
in a normal distribution of errors there is a probability of only
about 0.27 percent or 1:370 that an individual error exceeds three
times the standard deviation of the distribution. This rule assumes
a large number of observations. In practice, this rule is usually
regarded to be fulfilled if the number of the observations (errors)
is larger than 30. If the number is smaller than 30, the mentioned
rule for estimating the maximum error or the tolerance limit becomes
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approximate. Therefore, it is more correct to use procedures which
have been derived for a limited number of observations for the de-
termination of the basic accuracy (the standard error of unit weight).

Such a procedure for the determination of tolerance limits of indi-
vidual results of the photomgrammetric (coordinates and elevations of
terrain points, elements of the exterior orientation, and the like)
is given by the t-test.

The distribution of the residuals (errors), from which the
standard error of unit weight has been computed, must be assumed to
be normal at a reasonable level (the 5 percent level is the usual
one), and this assumption should have been checked in a satisfactory
number of tests in connection with calibration procedures.

Prom the number n-u of redundant Observations in the de-
termination of the standard error of unit weight and at a certain
(tolerance, fiducial) level p percent the factor t can be determined
with which the standard error is to be multiplied for the determina-
tion of the tolerance limits.

The determination of the standard error of unit weight of
the y-parallaxes has been made from y~parallax measurements in 6, 9,
or 15 model points. This means that there are 1, 4, and 10 redundant
observations, respectively. The level is usually chosen at 5 percent
but 1 percent also is used. For the combinations of 1, 4, and 10
redundant observations and the levels 5 and 1 percent, the following
t-values are found from a table of the t-distribution.

n-u 1 t 5 = 12.7 t i = 6367

n-u 4 t 5 - 2.8 tI  _ 4.6

n-u -0 t5 = 2.2 tI  + 3.2

Consequently, if the y-parallax measurements are made in 15 points
for the determination of the standard error of unit weight and the

5 percent level is chosen, the tolerance limits (-aximum errors) are
obtained as + 2.2s where s is the standard error of the actual result.
This means that the statement that the maximum deviations between the
measured (computed) value of the data (coordinates, elevations, and
elements of the exterior orientation) and their true values should
not exceed 2.2 times their standard errors, can be wrong in 5 percent
of the tests. The statement that the maximum deviations should not
exceed 3.2 tims the standard error can be 1 percent wrong. There
are certain approximations in this procedure, too, for the determina-
tion of the tolerance limits but they may be accepted, in particular,
because the level is more or less a choice.
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If root mean square values of true discrepancies have been
determined, e. g., between photogrametric and geodetic coordinates
and elevations, and these root mean square values are to be compared
with theoretical values as determined from the standard errors of

the fundamental operations, another typo of test must be used,
founded upon the chi" distribution. Exaples of such root mean
square values from a theoretical derivation are given in formulas
(67a), (68a), (78), (79), nd (82). The tolerance limits for 4 and
10 redundant observations and at the 5 and I percent level are as
follows:

ftu= 4, level 5 percent: 0.6so-2.9so; level 1 percent: 0.soA4.4sO
n-u = 10, level 5 percent: O.75ol.Sso level 1 percent: 0.6 so 2.2so

This means that if the standard error of unit weight of the y-
parallaxes has been determined from observations in 15 points and if
the level 5 percent is chosen, the true root mean square value of
elevation dlscrepancies of a model should be within 0.7 and 1.8
times the theoretical value as determined from the standard error of
unit weight. This statement can be 5 percent wrong. Also, present-
ly there are certain approximations in the procedure.

III. DISCUSSION

Through these investigations the error propagation from the

relative and absolute orientations to the final results has been de-

termined under well-defined conditions. In particular, the compen-
sating effects of the absolute orientation is of great importance
and has theoretically to be considered for each actual combination
of control points in planimetry and elevation. It should also be
emphasized that the derivations have been made under the assumptions
of moderate elevation differences on the ground. The effects of
such differences, however, is dependent upon the actual situation

concerning the relative orientation and is reduced if the residual
y-parallaes after a preliminary orientat on are sufficiently small,
of the order of magnitude some hundredth of a millimeter in the

photographs. It should also be emphasized again that the most im-
portant regular errors of the photographs and of the instrument are
assumed to be corrected for and that the residual errors are normal-

ly distributed at a reasonable level. "Critical surfaces" must be
noticed., however.

The derived formula systems for the geometrical quality of the
final results are of great significance for a nuber f probems, in
particular, concerning the planning of aerial photography for plot-
ting with defined tolerance limits. In a separate investlgation,
the application of the formulas to the problem of topographic mapping
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will be shown. The quality determination of the eiements of the
exterior orientation is of interest for the test of other procedures
for the determination of the exterior orientation in connection with
aerial photography.

it can be mentioned that preliminary formula systems for the
determination of the final geometrical quality of coordinates and
elevations from photogra tric models and derived by the author
were tested in practical experiments arranged by the International
Society of Photogrammetry and presented at the Stockholm and London
Congresses in 1956 and 1960, respectively. At these times, special-
ized conditions were present and the formula systems had to be de-
rived accordingly. The results of the comparison between the theo-
retical predictions with respect to the measured y-parallaxes and
the practical results from the check points on the ground were en-
tirely satisfactory. The deviations between the theoretical and
practical results were always found to be within the confidence
limits, determined from ordinary statistical procedures (reference
5). Therefore, it must be expected that the formula systems which
have been derived and presented in this investigation according to
the same basic principals are sufficiently reliable for the purpose.
it is, however, desirable that further tests be made between the
theoretical and the practical accuracy. For the elements of the ex-
terior orientation such tests cannot be arranged because the photo-
grammetric method for the determination of the elements may be the
most reliable. But, because the same principles have been used for
the final model coordinates and elevations, on the one hand, and the
elements of the exterior orientation, on the other, it seems proba-
ble that the reliability of the derived data for the orientation
elements is satisfactory within the confidence limits which have
been computed and shown.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the basic information on
the geometrical quality is obtained from the contents of the photo-
graphs only, and that in principle no additional control data are
assumed to be available. On the other hand, redundant control Is
always welcome in practice for checks against gross errors and of
the theoretical geometrical quality.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

9. Conclusions. On the basis of the results of the investi-
gation repored herein, it is concluded that:

a. The method of least squares and its law of error
propagation allow a well-defined theoretical determination of the
geometrical quality to be expected in the final results of the
photogra-nmetrc procedure In terms of the standard errors of the
y-parallaxes.
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b. The theoretical geometrical quality of the elements
of the exterior orientation after double- and single-point resections
in space can be determined in this way only.

c. The influence of the errors of the interior orientam
tion must be taken into account. A well-defined procedure for the
calibration of the camera and photographs is therefore necessary.
Also, here the method of least squares is of basic importance.

d. Tolerance limits for the relative and absolute orien-
tations can be derived from the results of these investigations.
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"Investigation of the Geometrical Q uality of the Relative
and Absolute Orienatation Procedures and the Final Results

of the Photograuuetric Procedure",
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Page 15 expression (43) ead:
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